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Abstract

Bonded straps are investigated for their ability to retard a growing fatigue crack in metallic structures. The evolution of the residual stresses in the vicinity of the strap with fatigue crack growth has been studied. Cracks were grown in single edge-notched tension (SEN(T)) specimens reinforced with either a titanium or a carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) strap. The residual stress evolution has been measured in situ during crack growth using neutron diffraction, and modelled with a finite element approach. The peak residual stresses induced by the mismatch of the coefficient of thermal expansion between the strap and plate materials were seen to be fairly constant with crack growth. Good correlation between the experimental and the modelling results was found, except at very long crack lengths for a specimen that exhibited considerable fracture surface roughness at long crack lengths. The difference was attributed to wedging of the fracture surface changing the expected stress state, rather than any effect of the strap.
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1. Introduction

The use of integral structures can potentially reduce the weight and the cost of aerospace assemblies. An inherent inconvenience with integral structures is, however, that there are no natural crack stoppers as there are in riveted structures. Large safety factors therefore have to be applied to integral structures if they are to comply with airworthiness regulations. This then reduces the weight competitiveness of metallic integral structures as compared with other technologies such as fibre reinforced polymer composites.

The research presented here is part of a project to investigate the role of adhesively bonded reinforcements in improving the damage tolerance characteristics of integral structures. This concept has been tested successfully on coupon specimens and a significant life extension was obtained [1].

The reinforcement, which is usually present in the form of an elongated plate or ‘strap’, should have a reasonably high strain to failure, high strength and good fatigue resistance. In order to achieve these properties at minimal additional weight, this implies that a different material than that of which the integral structure is made will be used for the reinforcing strap. As the bonding adhesive used to affix the strap will be cured at an elevated temperature, when the structure subsequently cools residual stresses are induced
due to the mismatch of coefficient of thermal expansion between the integral structure and the strap. These residual stresses can be deleterious to fatigue crack initiation and growth in the structure. It has been found that these cure-induced residual stress have a significant effect on the fatigue crack growth rate in selectively reinforced structures [2]. Hence in order to be able to design an optimal structure without having to use severely conservative safety factors, the residual stresses have to be measured to be able to develop and verify predictive models. Measurements of the induced residual stresses in structures reinforced with candidate strap materials have previously been carried out at room temperature [3, 4]. Good correlation was found between the measurement and a finite element simulation of the cure-induced stresses.

In this work the evolution of the residual stress with fatigue crack growth has been measured with neutron diffraction and modelled with a finite element approach.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1 Specimens

Single-edge-notched tension (SEN(T)) specimens were sectioned from a 10-mm-thick aluminium alloy 7085-T7651 plate. The final length was 400 mm and the width was 140 mm (Figure 1). The assembly was bonded with FM® 94 adhesive supplied by Cytec Ltd [5], and cured at 120°C for 1 hour with an applied pressure of 0.28 MPa. The samples were prepared at Cranfield University. The material properties used in the following analyses are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Material properties: the subscript indicates fibre direction parallel (1) and perpendicular (2) to the fibre direction respectively, for the metals isotropic material properties are assumed; \( E \) is elastic modulus, \( G \) is shear modulus, \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio and \( \alpha \) is coefficient of thermal expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( E_1 )/ GPa</th>
<th>( E_2 )/ GPa</th>
<th>( G_{12} )/ GPa</th>
<th>( \nu_{12} )</th>
<th>( \alpha_1 )/ ( \mu )K(^{-1} )</th>
<th>( \alpha_2 )/ ( \mu )K(^{-1} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7085-T7651</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFRP</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two specimens were tested, one with a titanium strap and one with a carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) strap. Both straps were 2 mm thick. The strap dimensions and the position of the strap can also be seen in Figure 1. Before bonding, the aluminium alloy was acid etched for the specimen bonded with a titanium strap and acid etch anodized for the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap.

2.2 Residual stress measurement and in situ fatigue

Neutron diffraction is an established non-destructive technique to determine strains within structures [6]. The inter-planar lattice spacing for various crystal reflections can be determined from the position of the diffraction peaks as realized by Bragg [7]. The interplanar lattice spacing can be used, in conjunction with a ‘stress-free’ value of the lattice parameter, to determine the internal strains in the material, which can then be used to calculate the internal stresses.
The measurements were carried out on the ENGIN-X diffractometer in the UK [8] and the SALSA diffractometer in France [9].

ENGIN-X is based at the ISIS pulsed neutron source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK. The instrument has two detector banks at ±90° to the incident beam, which allows for strain measurements in two directions simultaneously. The broad wavelength range of neutrons in each pulse allows for the measurement of several peaks in the diffraction spectrum simultaneously. A servohydraulic Instron 100 kN stress-rig was placed onto the sample table and the specimen was fatigue loaded in situ (Figure 2).

SALSA is located at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) neutron source in Grenoble, France and is a constant wavelength diffractometer. The (311) diffraction plane was measured as it gives a high multiplicity and high intensity.

The specimen bonded with a titanium strap was measured at ENGIN-X. Before the start of the measurement of the specimen, the crack had been initiated to a length of 29 mm. The applied nominal stress to initiate the crack was 64 MPa (90 kN) with $R = 0.1$ at a frequency of 10 Hz. The loads were progressively reduced with crack growth using the $\Delta K$-decreasing procedure described in ASTM E647 [10], until a final nominal stress of 19 MPa was achieved at a crack length of 29 mm. The first residual stress measurement was undertaken on the specimen with a crack length of 29 mm, and from this crack length the specimen was loaded in-situ on the diffractometer under a constant cyclic load of 26 kN (19 MPa) with a frequency of 20 Hz and a stress ratio $R$ of 0.1. The residual
stresses were measured at intervals of crack length, until a crack length of 93.5 mm was reached whereupon the crack turned and the strap de-bonded.

The specimen bonded with a CFRP strap was measured on the SALSA diffractometer. The crack was initiated in-situ at a maximum load of 45 kN (32 MPa) with a stress ratio $R = 0.1$ until a crack length of 24 mm was reached. Thereafter the maximum load was kept at 26 kN (19 MPa) and a stress ratio $R = 0.1$ as for the other specimen. The frequency was 20 Hz. A stress measurement was performed before the crack was initiated for this specimen.

For both the set-ups the measurements were carried out along the crack growth direction at two positions (2.5 and 7.5 mm from the bonded side) through the thickness (Figure 1).

The gauge volume over which the measured strain is averaged is defined by slits or collimators on the incident beam, and also by the divergence of the beam. At ENGIN-X the incoming slit was 2 mm wide and the height was set to 5 mm, and collimators with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) spread of 2 mm were used in front of the detector banks. The horizontal divergence of the beam is about 2.5 mrad. The distance of the slit to the centre of the gauge volume was approximately 100 mm so this increases the horizontal beam dimension by approximately 0.25 mm. The vertical divergence is approximately 10 mrad and hence this adds 1 mm to the vertical gauge volume dimension. The outgoing beam is a function of the FWHM of the collimator resolution function. For the 2 mm collimators this will add 0.5 mm on either side.
At SALSA the height of the slit was set to 2.5 mm and the width to 2 mm. The divergence multiplication factor is about 2.5 in the vertical and about 1.4 in the horizontal direction for a slit position about 100 mm from the gauge centre and for this set-up.

The longer dimension was oriented in the crack growth direction for both specimens and set-ups. A short gauge dimension had to be used in the thickness direction of the plate as the stress state is mainly out-of-plane bending.

Pawley refinement [11] was used to determine the lattice parameters for the measurements carried out at ENGIN-X: this has been shown to yield a good approximation of the engineering strain in the component [12]. EX-SBA, the ENGIN-X Script Based Analysis software, was used for the data analysis. A cube measuring $10 \times 10 \times 10 \text{ mm}^3$ was used to provide stress-free reference values of lattice parameter in the computation of the macrostrain. This cube was measured in all three directions to be able to account for any intergranular anisotropy induced during the rolling of the plate. The strain in each measured direction was hence computed using the following relation

$$\varepsilon = \frac{a_\sigma - a_0}{a_0} \quad (1)$$

where $a_\sigma$ represents the value of the lattice parameter in the SEN(T) sample and $a_0$ is the value of the lattice parameter in the cube.
The strain was computed in a similar way for the diffraction results obtained at SALSA, but here the lattice spacing for the (311) plane was used instead of the Pawley-determined lattice parameter obtained at ENGIN-X. The (311) lattice reflection is known to give good representation of the average lattice strain in the measured gauge volume [13].

The orientation of the sample as fixed in the stress rig allowed for measurement in the longitudinal and the normal strain directions. From prior experiments on SEN(T) samples reinforced with titanium straps it was found that the stresses in the normal direction were very small [4]. Plane stress was hence assumed in the computation of the residual stresses using Hooke’s law.

The crack length was measured, on the un-bonded side, using fractomat gauges (FAC-20, Tokyo Sokki Kenkyojo Co. Ltd.).

2.3 Crack front

The specimen is asymmetric as it is only reinforced on one side. A fatigue crack will propagate faster on the un-reinforced side. The crack fronts in asymmetric repair specimens tested by Seo et al. [14] and Hosseini-Toudeshky and Mohammadi [15] appear to be essentially parabolic in shape. In the present work, only the crack length on the un-bonded side was measured. In order to estimate the shape of the crack front at the measured crack lengths a parabolic shape was assumed, i.e.
\[ c = c_{un} - \frac{y^2}{4p} \] (2)

where \( c \) is the crack length at a position \( y \) through the thickness for a certain measured crack length at the un-bonded side (\( c_{un} \)); \( p \) is a constant.

The positions of the peak residual strains in the longitudinal direction at the two measured positions through the thickness were taken as an estimation of the crack tip position at these points through the thickness. The constant \( p \) was hence determined by a least squares fit of the above equation of these values.

2.4 De-bond

In order to be able to estimate the extent of any debond of the adhesive layer with fatigue the residual strains were also measured as a function of position along the length of the strap (Figure 1), 2.5 mm below the bond line. Debonding was assumed to have taken place if a reduction of the residual strain compared to the un-cracked condition was observed.

3. Finite element modelling

The temperature at which the thermal residual stresses become zero upon re-heating after cure is referred to as the stress-free temperature (\( T_{sf} \)). The stress-free temperature often coincides with the glass transition temperature (\( T_g \)) [16] if the adhesive is cured above \( T_g \).
For a system where \( T_g \) is above the curing temperature, \( T_{sf} \) is taken to be equal to the curing temperature (\( T_c \)) [17]. Hence, in this work the induced thermal residual stresses have been modelled applying the temperature drop defined below, since the \( T_g \) [6] nearly coincides with the curing temperature (\( T_c \)):

\[
\Delta T = T_c - T_{RT}
\]

All the finite element modelling was carried out using the commercial finite element package ABAQUS. The linear elastic material properties given in Table 1 were used in the analysis. Non-linear geometry effects were accounted for. The aluminium base plate was modelled with 20-node reduced integration elements (C3D20R) and the thin layer of adhesive and the strap was modelled with 8-node reduced integration continuum shell elements (SC8R). The elements were \( 1.25 \times 2.5 \times 2.5 \) mm\(^3\) in the plate and \( 1.25 \times 1.25 \) mm\(^2\) in the adhesive and the strap away from the crack tip. Smaller elements were used in the adhesive and the strap to assure that the nodal density between the plate and the adhesive were similar. Closer to the crack tip the mesh was refined with smaller elements of a size of approximately \( 1.25 \times 0.6 \times 0.6 \) mm\(^3\). The surfaces between the plate and the adhesive, and the adhesive and the strap, were bonded together using surfaced based constraints. The degrees of freedom on the slave surface are eliminated and the nodes are set to deform as the closest node on the master surface using the TIE option in ABAQUS.
The actual neutron gauge volume was approximately $6 \times 2.5 \times 2.5$ mm$^3$ for both set-ups. Hence in order to be able to compare the numerical results with the experimental results, the numerical results were also averaged over the equivalent volume.

The crack front was modelled with the shape of the estimated shape as discussed in section 2.3. The debond for each crack length was also set to a length as explained in section 2.4.

4. Results

4.1 Ti strap

The evolution of the residual stresses in the specimen bonded with a titanium strap can be seen in Figure 3. Only the stresses which contribute to opening of the crack in mode I (the longitudinal strains as defined in figure 1) are presented to save space.

The evolution of the crack front determined as described in Section 2.3 can be seen in Figure 4.

The evolution of the residual strain along the length of the strap (2.5 mm below the plate surface as indicated in Figure 1) with crack length, and the consequent estimation of the degree of de-bond, as explained in Section 2.4, can be seen in Figures 5a and 5b.
At a crack length of about 93.5 mm the strap debonded completely. The specimen was removed from the grips and the specimen was measured again, to verify that the gripping did not induce any additional stress into the sample.

4.2 CFRP strap

The evolution of the residual stresses in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap can be seen in Figure 6. Also here only the stresses in the longitudinal direction are presented to save space.

The evolution of the crack front determined as described in Section 2.3 can be seen in Figure 7.

The evolution of the residual strain along the extension of strap as seen in Figure 1 and the consequent estimation of the degree of de-bond, as explained in Section 2.4, can be seen in Figure 8.

5. Discussion

In Figure 3a the initial stress state in the specimen before any load cycles had been applied is shown. In this figure it can be seen that, apart from the higher stresses (compared with most of the other positions along the measured path) at the stress concentration at the initial notch tip, higher stresses are also found at the position under the strap. The peak stresses at the strap arise as the strap constrains the specimen in both
the longitudinal and the transverse direction. This is explained further elsewhere [3, 4].

In Figure 3b the residual stress state after crack initiation is shown, and it can be seen that the peak stress moves from the notch tip to the current crack tip at about 29 mm. The compressive stresses behind the crack tip might be due to crack closure; it was observed that the fracture surface was quite rough where the crack initiation had been carried out. The further evolution of the crack tip can be seen in the following figures (Figure 3c-h). There is a reasonable correlation between the experimental and the numerical results for Figures 3a to Figure 3e. In Figures 3f to 3h it can be seen that the stresses are underestimated by the model. It is important to point out that the overall profile should be compared and not just the peak stresses: the peak stresses are very sensitive to the size of gauge volume used in the averaging of the numerical data. The underestimation appears at long crack lengths, and it was observed post-failure that the crack surfaces became rougher at longer crack lengths. This rough surface might hence act as a wedge, increasing the residual stresses. In the FE model, only residual stresses due to the constraints of the strap, and a flat fracture surface, were considered (i.e., no roughness effects). The residual stresses present after the strap debonded are also consistent with the rough fracture surface at long crack length acting as a wedge and inducing significant residual stresses. The wedging is hence a plausible explanation for the mismatch between the experimental and numerical data at long crack lengths.

The un-fatigued residual stress state in the specimen reinforced with a CFRP strap is shown in Figure 6a. Here no increase in residual stress is seen at the position of the strap, as the stiffness in the transverse direction of this unidirectional CRFP strap is small.
compared with the stiffness of the aluminium plate. Further details can be found elsewhere [3, 4]. The evolution of the residual stress with crack length can be seen in the following figures (Figures 6b-k). Apart from the peak stresses there is a reasonable correlation between the experimental and numerically-determined profiles for all crack lengths. No significant difference between the experimental and modelled data can be seen at long crack lengths, as was the case for the specimen bonded with a titanium strap. It was observed post-fracture of the specimen that the fracture surface was less rough as compared with the specimen bonded with a titanium strap. It can also be observed that the tensile residual stresses are initially larger in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap at the start of the test, and the peak crack tip stresses are larger as the crack grows. Both these effects imply that the wedging will be much lower for the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap (as tensile stress opens the crack).

The estimated evolution of the crack front can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 7 for the specimen bonded with a titanium strap and a CFRP strap respectively. Comparing these figures it can be seen that the crack front is much more skewed in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap. The CFRP strap is much stiffer, and hence there is a larger difference between the retardation on the bonded compared to the un-bonded side. A larger debond was found for the specimen with a titanium strap (Figure 5 and 8). This effect is important to consider as the size of the debond influences considerably the effectiveness of the retardation; however no firm conclusions can be drawn in this case as the two specimens had different surface preparations: the specimen with a titanium strap was acid etched and the specimen with a CFRP strap was acid-etched and anodised.
The specimen with the CFRP strap had a longer crack growth life despite the higher residual stresses. The overall effectiveness of the strap is a combination of the stiffness ratio (the additional stiffness provided by the strap), the extent of debond when the crack grows below the strap, and the effect of the residual stresses. The stiffness is higher and the de-bond is lower in the in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap, so even though the residual stresses are higher than in the specimen bonded with a titanium strap the bridging, and hence the reduction of the effective $\Delta K$, will be much higher in that specimen than the specimen bonded with a titanium strap.

At short to intermediate crack lengths the residual stresses are governed by the initial thermal residual stresses, as the fracture surface is smooth and there is minimal wedging. Due to the smaller residual stresses in the titanium strap there will be less thermal opening of the crack at zero applied external load, and hence the wedging (closure) will be higher in this specimen than in the specimen with the CFRP strap at long crack lengths. In the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap the tensile thermal stresses cause greater opening of the crack, reducing contact between the fracture surfaces and hence causing less closure. Hence although the residual stresses due to the bonding of the strap are higher in the specimen with a CFRP strap, at long crack lengths the closure in the titanium specimen will produce larger residual stresses than in the CFRP sample. The thermal tensile residual stresses speed up the crack growth (higher $R$), while the closure reduces the effective $\Delta K$.

**Conclusions**
1. The residual stresses associated with crack-retarding straps have been measured using neutron diffraction. The evolution of the residual stresses as a growing fatigue crack passes the strap have been measured experimentally and modelled using the finite element method.

2. The strap provides a bridging effect to the fatigue crack wake, although there is progressive debonding of the strap as the crack length increases beyond the strap.

3. Good correlation was obtained between the measured and modelled stresses, showing that an elastic model gives accurate estimates of the evolution of the residual stresses at low to medium applied stresses intensity factors. The residual stresses can hence be included directly in a linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) modelling approach when predicting the behaviour of hybrid structures.

4. The model predictions worsened at very long crack lengths when the crack surface was noticeably rough, and additional wedging of the crack had occurred.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Specimen geometry and strap position. The SEN(T) sample was 10 mm thick and the straps were 2 mm thick. Residual strains were measured 2.5 mm and 7.5 mm below the surface to which the strap was bonded, along the lines shown, along the crack growth direction; and 2.5 mm below the strap surface along the strap length.

Figure 2 Set up at the ENGIN-X diffractometer (for measurement of the sample reinforced with a titanium strap).

Figure 3 Evolution of residual stresses (in the longitudinal stress direction that acts perpendicular to the notch: see figure 1) in the specimen bonded with a titanium strap for a crack length of a) 17 mm (here only a notch was present and no crack, this data was measured during another work and is published elsewhere [3] b) 29.5 mm, c) 33.5 mm, d) 47 mm, e) 60 mm, f) 69 mm, g) 78 mm and h) 90 mm.

Figure 4 Evolution of the crack front with crack length in the specimen bonded with a titanium strap.

Figure 5 a) the variation of residual strain along the strap length (longitudinal direction), 2.5 mm below the plate surface as shown in figure 1, as a function of crack growth, showing relaxation of the stress in the strap as the crack length increases b) the estimated de-bond using these data.

Figure 6 Evolution of residual stresses (in the longitudinal stress direction that acts perpendicular to the notch: see figure 1) in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap for a crack length of a) 17 mm (here only a notch was present) b) 24 mm, c) 29 mm, d) 35 mm, e) 48 mm, f) 56 mm, g) 66 mm, h) 75 mm, i) 85 mm, j) 93.5 mm and k) 105 mm.

Figure 7 Evolution of the crack front in the specimen bonded with a CFRP strap.

Figure 8 a) the variation of residual strain along the CFRP strap length as a function of crack growth, showing relaxation of the stress in the strap as the crack length increases b) the estimated de-bond using these data.
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Figure 3c

The graph illustrates the relationship between stress (MPa) and distance (mm) for experimental and FEA data. Different symbols and line styles are used to distinguish between experimental and FEA data for 2.5 mm and 7.5 mm crack lengths. The graph also includes markers for crack length and strap position.
Figure 3d

The graph shows the relationship between stress (MPa) and distance (mm). The data is classified into different categories:

- **Experimental, 2.5 mm**
- **FEA, 2.5 mm**
- **Experimental, 7.5 mm**
- **FEA, 7.5 mm**
- Crack length
- Strap position

The graph includes error bars for the experimental data points, indicating variability or uncertainty in the measurements.
Figure 3e
Figure 5a

- Distance along the strap (mm)
- Strain (micro)

Legends:
- c=29.5 mm
- c=33.5 mm
- c=47 mm
- c=60 mm
- c=69 mm
- c=78 mm
- c=90 mm
Figure 5b

![Graph showing the relationship between de-bond (mm) and crack length (mm). The graph plots square markers along the x-axis (crack length) and y-axis (de-bond). The markers are connected by a dashed line, indicating a stepwise increase in de-bond as the crack length increases.]
Figure 6b

The figure shows a graph plotting stress (MPa) against distance (mm). The graph includes experimental and FEA data for 2.5 mm and 7.5 mm crack lengths, along with symbols indicating crack length and strap position.
Figure 6e
Figure 6g

The graph shows the comparison of experimental and FEA data for stress (MPa) as a function of distance (mm). The data is categorized by different line styles and markers:

- **Experimental, 2.5 mm** represented by open circles.
- **Experimental, 7.5 mm** represented by asterisks.
- **FEA, 2.5 mm** represented by solid lines.
- **FEA, 7.5 mm** represented by dotted lines.

Additionally, the graph includes:

- A light gray horizontal line indicating crack length.
- A black bar indicating strap position.

The x-axis represents distance in millimeters, and the y-axis represents stress in megapascals (MPa).
Figure 6h

The graph shows the stress (MPa) over distance (mm) for different scenarios:
- **Experimental, 2.5 mm** represented by circles.
- **FEA, 2.5 mm** represented by a solid line.
- **Experimental, 7.5 mm** represented by stars.
- **FEA, 7.5 mm** represented by a dotted line.
- **Crack length** represented by a horizontal line.
- **Strap position** represented by a shaded area.
Figure 6j

![Graph showing stress vs. distance with markers and lines for experimental and FEA results, along with crack length and strap position data.](graph.png)